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Sixth Day Dai-sesshin 
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Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XIX 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘There are people in every quarter who assert that the ten thousand practices of the six 
paramitas constitute the Buddha-dharma.  But I say to you that they are merely methods of 
spiritual adornment, and of carrying on the Buddha’s work, they are not Buddha-dharma itself.  
Even those who keep the rules regarding food and conduct with the care of a man carrying a 
bowl of oil so as not to spill a drop, their Dharma eye not being clear they’ll have to pay up their 
debts, and the day will come when the cost of their food will be exacted from them.” 

 
 In the part we read today Rinzai is not saying anything difficult.  The reason why there 

is nothing at all hard about today’s part is because all that he is talking about is the Dharma 

activity, the Dharma activity that forms this world and that forms all of us.  But this “not 

difficult” thing somehow becomes difficult.  Why?  This principle of why it becomes difficult 

is what Rinzai will speak about. 

 Up until now I, and Rinzai have been talking about what exactly the Dharma activity is.  

And as I’ve been telling you up until now, when you look carefully at this Dharma activity which 

forms this entire cosmos and all of us who are living in this cosmos, when you really investigate 

it carefully you see that it is comprised of two fundamental mutually opposing activities of plus 

and minus, or we can say tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming.  If we can 

manifest the wisdom which clearly knows this Dharma activity then there is nothing difficult.   

 It seems to me that most people here are practicing zazen, so when you practice zazen 

this is what you should contemplate; the activity of the Dharma.   
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 As I said, this Dharma activity is comprised fundamentally of two mutually opposing 

activities, but in Mahayana Buddhism when we look at the Dharma activity very carefully, very 

subtly, we say that it is comprised of the six paramitas and the ten thousand practices.  So we 

have to study what exactly is meant by the six paramitas and the ten thousand practices.  In 

Mahayana Buddhism they do talk about the six paramitas, and the ten thousand practices, but 

what do they mean by six paramitas?  All of us who have been born here must do six 

practices, six ways.   And those six practices, those six ways give rise to the ten thousand 

practices.  And ten thousand means everything, so the six form everything.    

 Because we end up saying stuff like this, Zen gets hard.   

 Really it would be better if there weren’t these six paramitas and we didn’t have to 

worry about them, but since those sages of the past were so kind as to talk about them, then I 

guess we have to investigate them.  As I just said, we usually see the dharma activity as being 

comprised of tatha-gata and tatha-agata,thus-going and thus-coming, but in order to make it 

simpler to understand we sometimes simply say that it’s comprised of plus and minus.  And 

since actually some of you are doing the practice of these six paramitas and ten thousand 

practices I feel like I should get into the explanation a little bit.  We also talk about the six 

practices in terms of subject and object.   

 But anyway, plus and minus, subject and object are opposing each other.  And we are 

actually experiencing the fact that plus and minus will meet each other.  Why do they meet?  

I think everybody will think that they shouldn’t meet because they are opposing each other, 

why would two opposite activities meet?    

 In Tathagata Zen when we talk about the perfect human manifestation we say, simply, 

in Japanese “Nin”, a person, a true person.  And that person, that complete person is said to 

have as its content the meeting of man and woman.  But after they meet they will not fixate 

that meeting, they will break through  that meeting and continue on in their opposite 

directions.  But if we ask after they break through if plus simply continues to move in the plus 
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direction and minus simply continues to move in the minus direction, that also is not true.  

They will meet again without fail.   Plus and minus meet, then they break through that place 

of meeting, and then they do continue moving forward in their opposite directions, but the 

teaching of Buddhism says that moving forward in opposite directions has a limit.  When the 

two activities of plus and minus meet and they break through that meeting then they continue 

moving in their opposite directions.   

 In order to teach about this moving in opposite directions we use the words expanding 

and contracting.  Plus is doing the activity of expanding and minus is doing the activity of 

contracting.  But, I just said they will meet again, so they must do the activity of going back, 

and so we say that in order to understand this we have to, somehow, give rise to the thinking 

that understands that this activity of expanding cannot continue forever, it must reach a limit of 

expansion.  And likewise the activity of contracting also has a limit to its activity.   

 The position of Tathagata Zen is to ask you to very carefully contemplate that both the 

activities of plus and minus have origins, have sources.  They have their origins, their 

individual origins, and so they begin their activity from their origins and then they meet each 

other and they break through that meeting and then they continue moving until they arrive at 

each other’s origin.  Having arrived there, that’s when they turn around and go back and meet 

again and return to their own origin, and because they are doing this repetitive activity, 

Buddhism says that we should be able to see clearly that the place they act in is simply one 

place, there aren’t two places that they act in.  Plus and minus are living in this one and only 

singular world, there is no other world, there is no second world, there is only this one world.   

 Hopefully you can understand clearly from this that the world that all of us live in is also 

just one world, there aren’t two worlds.   

 Because they are living in this one and only singular world that has no other world 

outside of it, when plus expands and minus contracts of course they will meet each other.  

And when they meet, then they break through that place of meeting and plus continues acting, 
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but now the place that he’s acting in is the world of minus.  And minus continues acting, but 

now the place that she is acting in is the world of plus, the world that plus had walked through 

to get to the place of meeting.    

 Also when we do our activity, when we act, we shouldn’t act and just take for granted 

the place we are acting in, unconditionally accepting its existence.  We should know that the 

place we are able to act in was formed by an activity which is in contrast to ourselves.   

 I know I’ve told you this same thing many times before for those of you who’ve heard 

teisho on the Rinzai Roku a lot, so you should understand it already, but actually you don’t 

seem to understand it so that’s why I say it over and over.   

 When this activity of plus and minus breaking through each other occurs, it doesn’t 

simply occur unconditionally, there is an activity which forms this breaking through, and that 

activity is plus and minus both giving some of themselves, sacrificing some of themselves in 

order to break through.  We can actually say that it’s just as if they’re spitting out some of 

themselves from their mouths and moving on.   

 If you want to think of this as something difficult to understand, then it probably can be 

said to be something difficult to understand, because plus and minus are activities which 

cannot be seen with our eyes.  But it is possible for us to think about the activities of plus and 

minus and think of them as the activities of expanding and contracting.  But plus and minus do 

break through each other and as they break through each other they do give of themselves, 

they do take out part of themselves and give it to this condition we can call this state they leave 

behind; they leave behind this state which is formed by giving  one tiny portion of themselves, 

and then they continue on their courses, and plus arrives at the origin of minus and minus 

arrives at the origin of plus.   

 When we start speaking about this, one after the next questions arise and problems 

arise and so you just have to keep on explaining more and more in detail.  That’s the meaning 

of this expression “Ten-thousand practices.”  As by-products of this activity, many and various 
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things arise.  But when we really start thinking about ten-thousand practices it gets incredibly 

complex and so it’s really more useful just to start out thinking about something very simple.   

 The minus activity is the activity of expanding, it takes its very self and shrinks itself 

down, contracts itself down, makes itself harder and harder.  And the plus activity is the 

activity of expanding.  It expands and gets bigger, and as it gets bigger it has the character of 

softness.  The position of Tathagata Zen is to say that the expanding activity is the activity of 

water which originally has heat as its content.  When you think of water you might think it is 

cold, but this water has originally heat as its content.  It is not cold at all. 

 Twenty five hundred or three thousand  years ago there really was no such thing as 

science, and so they didn’t think in what we would call  a scientific way.   

 And as I said before the contracting activity is the activity of getting harder.  It has the 

character of getting hard.  And that activity has as its content coldness.  So we can say it is 

the activity of earth, of this great earth with coldness as its content.  So if we consider this 

coldness to be one element, then we can say that element of coldness is embraced by the 

element of hardness, by the earth element,  and then this does the activity of coldness, and 

this combination manifests something hard.  

 And the water, as I said, has heat as its content, and so when the heat acts, and the 

water acts, then the heat will cause the water to become hot, and that activity will  expand.   

 In other words when we analyze the activity we call living we can say that it has the two 

elements of water and fire as its content.   

 And in contrast to that the death activity is the activity of coldness, and hardness.  

Being influenced by coldness the earth activity gets harder and harder.  And so when we really 

analyze earth it isn’t just one element, but two.  And water is also not one element.  Two 

activities combine together to comprise it.   

 In other words, when we talk about the activities of expanding and contracting, 

expanding is water which has fire as its content.  And contraction is this material called earth 
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which has coldness right together with it as its content.   

 According to Buddhism this activity which forms the world can be analyzed into four 

elements: earth, water, fire, and wind, and the wind element is the same as saying the element 

of coldness.  And when these four activities become one that is the activity of zero, that is the 

perfect activity.  And then all of the elements have melted together, and this is the condition 

of emptiness, which is no longer the material world.  The material world appears when the 

four elements are in a state of opposing each other.  In other words when the expanding 

elements of water and fire are opposing the contracting elements of earth and coldness 

materiality appears.   

 In the old days the saints and sages really took seriously the mystery of why anything 

appears in the first place: how things appear and how they then vanish.  They knew that we 

cannot really have peace of mind unless we know this principle.  That is why they investigated 

it so carefully. 

 I think all of you know that this way of explaining the formation of all things in terms of 

the four elements of earth, water, fire, and wind or coldness appeared in Greece as well as 

India.  But in India they said that when the four elements of earth, water, fire, and wind 

become one then the material world is gone and the world of emptiness appears.  And that 

world of emptiness is a world that is acting completely without will.  It is a world in which 

earth, water, fire, and wind are acting will-lessly.   

 According to Buddhism when the four elements of are acting completely without will, 

and have become one then, just as I said, the material world is  completely gone, the world of 

the elements is gone, and in Buddhism we call that world in which substance has vanished the 

manifestation of the activity of emptiness, the activity of zero.   

 As you know Buddhism often talks about emptiness, but from this explanation I hope 

that you can understand what we mean by emptiness:  that emptiness is an activity, and 

emptiness is an activity in which the material world has completely disappeared.  No one can 
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see this activity of emptiness, and it is not something to be seen.  Because the thinking self 

does not exist in the activity of emptiness.   

 And the activity of emptiness is perfect, and the perfect condition in Buddhism is also 

called the zero condition.   

 I’m not really versed in Greek philosophy, but I think that if you ask somebody who has 

studied Greek philosophy deeply they will tell you that although in India the idea that when 

earth, water, fire and wind become one emptiness is manifest, the condition of zero is 

manifest, that in Greece that idea of the condition of zero was never born. 

 There is a commonality in that both in Greece and in India they had the idea of 

everything being formed by the four elements of earth, water, fire, and wind, but there is also a 

difference because in India they had the idea that those four elements completely melt into 

each other and manifest zero, but in Greece they didn’t.  And I think some scholars also see it 

in the same way I see it in that although the Greek philosophers did not go in the direction of 

the understanding of the activity of zero or emptiness they went in the opposite direction, and 

analyzed how the four  elements formed the ten thousand things in more and more detail.  

The direction that Greek study and thinking went in was to divide the four elements more and 

more analytically.  But Buddhism just said that the perfect, complete condition is zero, is 

emptiness, and that was the end of it.  And so they fell behind in the kind of investigation 

which analyzes this world, and divides it into more and more conceptual parts.  In the 

academic world people say that you can see this difference between the orient and the 

Occident, the east and the west.  Even though they say “the west” Greece is really more like 

the middle east, but anyway they say that the Greek philosophers went forward in the direction 

of scientific analysis, but Buddhism did not.  In the beginning Buddhism began its investigation 

in a scientific sort of way, but then it didn’t advance in this direction.  The Buddhists just said 

that the four elements become one and manifest the activity of zero, and they analyzed the 

activity of zero to be an activity of two opposites, but they didn’t go on analyzing in the way the 
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Greeks did. 

 When we look at the way Western philosophers analyzed things we can see it as if they 

are looking in a square box, and thinking, “There’s got to be something else in here, there must 

be something more in here, there must be some treasure or some air or something more in 

here.”  This is the spirit of their analytical dissection of the world.  If you begin analyzing in 

this way, in this analytical, scientific, academic way, there is no end to it.  You just go further 

and further in to it.  Even at the present time this kind of investigation continues to push 

forward, and will continue to advance.  But the position of Buddhism is to just say that the 

when the four elements become one then they disappear, and that is the perfect condition, and 

that is true salvation, that is true peace of mind.  So Buddhism did not advance in the direction 

of scientific analysis.  But Buddhism also is founded on the idea that the Dharma activity never 

stops.  The Dharma activity is eternally acting.  But Buddhism does come to a very conclusive 

conclusion, and says true peace of mind will be manifest when zero is manifest.  In Buddhism 

we say that there is such a thing as true peace of mind, true salvation, and the study of how we 

human beings can manifest this condition of true peace of mind or salvation is what Buddhism 

calls shukyo, 宗教 usually translated as religion, but meaning the study of the fundamental 

thing.  Buddhism says that we all are concerned with salvation, with true peace of mind, and 

so we all must manifest the activity of zero.   

 Before the birth of Buddhism in India there was already an idea that the perfect 

condition was a personified God, a creator God called Brahma who formed everything.  But 

then the founder of Buddhism came, and he cried out to everybody and said, that there is no 

anthropomorphized, personified God Brahma, that there is no God, there is no Creator.  The 

Buddha said that the creator of everything is simply the activity of emptiness, and that if you 

must talk about a God, or a Brahma or a Creator, then you have to understand that God simply 

to have the activity of emptiness as its content.   

 So in Buddhist countries, or in places where people study Buddhism, in those kind of 
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places it is understood that the true state of peace of mind for human beings comes into being 

through manifesting the activity of emptiness, and if there is a God that God is doing the 

activity of emptiness.   

 But it is here that you really have to take seriously the question of who is it that says 

these things? Who says that we find peace of mind through doing the total activity of 

emptiness, and if there is a God that God is doing emptiness?  Who can say those things?  Of 

course it is you. 

 In Tathagata Zen we say that it was the historical Buddha who came on the scene and 

shouted out to everybody that it is none other than we, who have been manifest here, who 

have been born into this world, and then grow and develop, and come to do the activity of 

consciousness, and eventually do the activity of thinking, it is only we human beings who can 

think about things such as finding peace of mind through manifesting emptiness.  And another 

person may disagree and say, “No, it is through meeting God that we find peace.”  But anyway 

it is only we human beings who can talk about these things. 

 People who do zazen tend to have a lot of questions, and a lot of doubts, and try to 

figure things out, but anyway, whether you are studying philosophy or studying Buddhism it is 

only you yourself who wants to know things, who is doing the study.  

 And the Buddha also said, when explaining the appearance of this self who thinks, and 

the appearance of any existent thing, that the self appears when tatha-gata and tatha-agata, 

plus and minus separate from each other.  And I know I have explained the principle behind 

the manifestation of any existent thing many times before.  The person who founded 

Buddhism had this way of thinking which thought that the self comes into being when the two 

mutually opposing activities of living and  dying, the activity which forms man and the activity 

which forms woman,separate from each other.  But because when I tell this story I usually 

skip over the explanation of exactly what the activities of living and dying are, today I tried to 

get into it a little bit.   
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 The living activity is the activity which is comprised of water and fire combined together.  

And combining the activities of earth and coldness together we get the activity of dying.   

 So that should pretty much answer all of your questions about the nature of living and 

dying, so we can go on to the meeting of plus and minus.  Plus and minus meet,and then they 

mutually give a portion of themselves, and through that mutually giving they break through 

each other, and that which they gave appears in between them. 

 And that existence which is manifest receives equally from plus and minus, and 

receiving equally of course it is a condition of zero, of emptiness.  And this thing which is 

manifest doing the activity of emptiness is the very basis for any existence.  This is the activity 

of emptiness, but it isn’t the complete, perfect activity of emptiness.   

 And since this is an imperfect activity of emptiness, an imperfect being it is always 

influenced by the activities of plus and minus, the activities of living and dying which are 

leftover, which are not part of itself, which were not given to it, and so it is a thing which can 

never be totally at peace.   

 And so this condition, this basis of any existence, and I suppose we can call it a self; this 

self, under what conditions can it find peace of mind?  And I know I have told you the answer 

many times before, and it is time to stop, so I’ll talk about it further tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 

 


